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This diagram is for use with the

Pet Bed

project featured on our YouTube channel:

YouTube.com/ShabbyFabrics

To create a Pet Bed using the same dimensions as the Pet Bed in the video, use these labels.
To create a Pet Bed with custom dimensions, use the labels on page 2.

Use these labels to identify your fabric pieces:

Top

Border

20” × 30”

2¼” × 112”

Bottom

Bottom

20” × 19”

20” × 19”

Top
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Bottom

19” (width)

20” (height)

19” (width)

20” (height)

20” (height)

30” (width)

Bottom
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This diagram is for use with the

Pet Bed

project featured on our YouTube channel:

YouTube.com/ShabbyFabrics

To create a Pet Bed with custom dimensions, use these labels.
To create a Pet bed with the same dimensions as the Pet Bed in the video, use the labels on page 1.

Use these labels to identify your fabric pieces:

Pieced Border

Top
____” × ____”

width = 2¼”
×
Top
length = ____ ( perimeter
+ 12”)

Bottom

Bottom

____” × ____”

____” × ____”

Top
height

Top
width

(Top
width ÷ 2)
+ 4”

Top
height

(top width ÷ 2) + 4”

top height

top height

top width

(Top
width ÷ 2)
+ 4”

Top
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Bottom

(top width ÷ 2) + 4”

top height

Top
height

Bottom
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